As a professional China used rolling mill manufacturer and equipped with a famous factory and plant, as well as providing used rolling mill for sale, welcome to check the process and layout with Hani New Energy and Technology.

**Used rolling mill / Second hand hand rolling machine**

**Details Description:**

Actually Chinese steel annual production is the No. 1 in the whole world, we have the high technical and high precision equipment, but for now the market is lower, so many steel factory are bankrupt and closed, some are only work one or two years then stopped, we think this is a good opportunities for us and also the customers, it's very cost effective. After our complete overhaul, it's like a new one, the important is high efficient with low cost.

If you are interesting in the used rolling mill production line, please contact us freely, we can give you our best price.

Raw material: Scrap, billets, ingot

Finished products: Wire rod, re bar, and some other structure steel mill. Such as Angle steel, Channel steel, I-beam, Steel sheet, flat steel, round bar, square bar etc.

Annual capacity: Different requirements all we can try to offer for you.

**Product reference:**
Related Products:

- Used Re-bar Line
- Rebar Mill/TMT Rebar Mill
- Wire Rod Mill/Wire Rod Block Mill
- Vertical Continuous Casting Machine
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